I've read a couple of reviews about the book although I haven't started reading it. So far the reviews I've read seem to agree on one thing, Diamond tries to explain the reason some ancient civilizations conquered others and race superiority was not an issue. According to him, it's mostly because of geography; some civilizations were better located, meaning they were living in better conditions that allowed them to progress and led them to take over the other civilizations that weren't as well located. To be honest, as of yet I haven't seen anything that relates to my field of study, maybe that will change when I read the book.
The purpose of this site is to establish a relationship between my field of study, which is accounting, and Artbest seller book "GUNS, GERMS AND STEEL" by Jared Diamond. Through the course of the next couple of months, I'll be tackling different subjectsPunctuation all in co-relation toPreposition the aforementioned book, in an effort to discover and explore said relationship.

This website may seem a little academic, well, it isCut, as part of task iCapitalization was required to create a website where I'll be sharing my point of view of the book and my assignments...PunctuationWell, Here it is!
I've finally began reading the book, I've read troughPreposition pages 13 to 52. My first impression onPreposition the book is that MissingWis going to be a heavy readingWForm.             My field of study is Accounting and thoughMissingW is not mentioned by name, I can tell that it was very important in the development of ancient civilizations;Run On of course, not what we know today as Accounting but a much basic type of Accounting.                                                                                                    Early human societies lived as hunters and gathered their food, a big step forward from them was when they turnVTense over to agriculture and farming,Run On this new waysSing/Plu of survival allowed some societies to rise above thoseCut others that stayed hunter-gatherers. This is where Accounting comes in.                                                                                                                                    Some societies changed their lifestyle dramatically when they turned to agriculture and farming. They went from nomadWForm living to sedentary living, allowing them to grow as new societies. With agriculture flourishing, it was necessary for them to keepArt record of their agricultural products in order to insureVForm their correct distribution. With this basic system of "accounting" keeping track of what they were producing, these civilizations could focus on othersSing/Plu aspects that in the end allowed them to take over other civilizations that were not as advanced.
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